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VARIATION IN THE SHELL OF HELIX NEMO- 
RALIS IN THE LEXINGTON, VA., COLONY.' 

JAS. LEWIS HOWE. 

THE colony of Helix nemoralis at Lexington, Va., has at- 
tracted considerable attention on account of the large number 
of varieties found. It was first studied by Major J. H. Mor- 
rison, then connected with the Virginia Military Institute. A 
very considerable number of specimens was collected by him 
and described by T. D. A. Cockerell.2 Major Morrison sent 
out quite a number of colonies of the snails, that their varia- 
tions in other localities might be studied, but only one of these 
colonies has been heard from. Early in his studies Major 
Morrison removed from Lexington, and soon after his records 
and much of his collection were destroyed by fire; hence he 
has been prevented from pursuing the study of the colony. 
Up to this time one hundred varieties had been described. 

Later Mrs. John M. Brooke became interested in the sub- 
ject, and from her collections a number of new varieties were 
described by Professor Cockerell. 

Last summer (I897), becoming interested through Professor 
Cockerell, I collected a series ("A ") of II34 shells from my 
garden and that adjacent. The two premises, with a narrow 
alley between, covered an area rather over 200 feet square. 
The present summer (i 898) I collected on the same ground a 
second series ("B") of iooo shells, and also a series (" C") 
from the garden where the colony originated. This series 
numbered I258 specimens. 

The colony is doubtless correctly believed to have had its 
origin in i883, with the return of Mrs. John Moore from a 
European trip. Mrs. Moore ascribes the colony to straw used 
in packing goods from Florence. It is not impossible that it 
may have come from earth around a collection of ivies. The 

1 Read at the Boston Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, August, I898. 2Nautilus, November, i889; December, i894. 

3 Science. N.S. q (1847), 48q. 
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ivy was from Kenilworth, Abbotsford, and Dryburgh, and was 

packed in earth at Queenstown. The garden where the snails 
were first noticed is about 200 yards from my garden. They 

spread at first with considerable rapidity, but since the first few 

years their limits have widened only slowly. As far as I can 
learn, by examination and inquiry, they are confined to a territory 

not over one and one-fourth miles long and one-half mile wide. 

My aim in collecting the three series, which I hope at some 
future time to supplement, was to get light on the following 

questions: (a) Does the tendency to variation proceed along cer- 
tain definite lines, and if so, what ? (b) Does this tendency vary 
in different localities in the colony ? (c) Will a very consider- 

able destruction of individuals modify materially this tendency ? 

A study of these three series seems to give an affirmative 
answer to "a" and "b," and a negative answer to sac." 

The succeeding tables, which summarize the results of these 

series, have reference solely to the banding of the shell; of 

series A, 877%, and of series B, 837 are var. libell/la (with 

yellow ground). In series " C" every shell but one is libellula. 
The formulae used- in designating the varieties are those 

which have of late been generally adopted, and for a knowledge 
of which I am indebted to 
Professor Cockerell. The 

' 2 | ;1 typical shell of the Lex- 
......3 

4 ington colony, or at least 
s.. 5 the most common variety 

Shell of Helix nemoralis. The bands are numbered s to 5. (libell/la), has a yellow 
The right-Isand figure shows bands 4 and 5 only. 

ground and five bands, 

three above the periphery and two (usually broader bands) below. 

These are numbered from the top of the body whorl (near the 

mouth) downward I 2 3 4 5, as shown in the accompanying cut. 

A band which is incomplete or appears only in traces, i.e., rudi- 

mentary, is designated in the formulae by a small number, as 

I 2345. A band which is wanting is designated o, as in I0345. 

Obviously there will be every intergrade between the formulae, 

as between I2345 and 12345. In some European shells a band 

is interrupted at intervals, and'for this a colon (:) is used, but 

these have not been noticed in Lexington. When two bands 
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are fused into one, they are enclosed in a parenthesis, as I23(45). 

In my lists a distinction is made in the order of fusion, thus 
[(I2)(3(45))] indicates that bands 4 and 5 are first fused, then band 
3 unites with this fused band (45), bands i and 2 are also fused, 
and finally all the bands are united into one. An x is used to 
denote a band which cannot be referred to any of the usual 
five bands; such bands are generally rudimentary, but in a few 
instances they are equally strong with the other bands, and then 
designated by X. A split band is marked by doubling the num- 
ber if both bands are strong, as 122345, and by adding a small 
number if one of the bands is weak, as 122345. In one case 
only a rudimentary band passes from one band to another, 
fusing first with one and then with the other; this is var. 
libell/la I (2(x)3)(45). 

TABLE I. - FREQUENCY OF ALL VARIETIES OCCURRING MORE 

THAN FIVE TIMES. 

(In percentage.) 

FORMULA. SERIES SERIES SERIES FORMULA. SERIES SERIES SERIES 
A. B. C. A. B. C. 

12345 40. 41.1 31.6 120(45) 0.4 0.5 0.3 
(12) 345 0.7 o.6 0.7 12345 0-9 o.6 0.4 

123 (45) 12.3 10.5 17.2 10345 1.1 1.1 2.2 

(12) 3 (45) 4. 4.4 5.2 12345 o.6 0.5 2.9 

(123) (45) 0.4 o.6 1.9 

I (2345) 0. 0. 0.5 00300 8.2 8.8 0.2 

(12345) 0.4 0.1 o.8 00305 0.9 I. 0.1 

[123 (45)] 0. -. I.3 00340 0.5 0.5 0. 

[(12) 3 (45)] 0. 0.2 o.6 
00000 4 2o '. 5. 

12345 1.2 0-9 3.1 

123 (45) 0.3 o.6 I.5 12x345 o.6 0.4 0.2 

10345 6. 6.2 2.5 123x45 1.1 1.3 0.9 

12345 3.6 4. 3.7 I23X (45) 0.4 0.4 0.7 

123 (45) 0. 0.2 0.5 (I2) 3x (45) 0.3 0.2 0.5 
(123)X(45) 0.2 0. 0.5 

12045 1.3 2. 1.2 

Originally each variety was designated by a distinct name. 
Certain of these names are now used to designate the color of 
the type, and the banding is expressed by the formula. Thus 

petiveria was fawn and bandless, but the name is now applied 
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to all shells whose ground color is fawn, and the formula of 
each is added. Not only in formula, but also in color do the 
shells intergrade, and the personal equation in nomenclature is 
large. This, however, affects the deductions from large series 
but little. Great variation also appears in the width of the 
bands and to some extent in their color, but these distinctions 
have not been noted in this paper. 

TABLE II. - FREQUENCY OF VARIETIES OCCURRING MORE 

THAN TWENTY TIMES. 

(In percentage.) 

A. B. C. D. A. B. C. D. 

I2345 40. 4I.I 3I.6 47. I2045 1.3 2. 1.2 3.9 

I23 (45) I2.3 I0.5 I7.2 I4.6 z0345 1.1 1.1 2.2 2. 

(I2) 3 (45) 4. 4.4 5.2 0.2 12345 o.6 0.5 2.9 1.3 

12345 1.2 0.9 3.1 00300 8.2 8.8 0.2 0.7 

I1034 5 6. 6.5 2.5 6.6 ooooo 4 2.6 5 4.6 

12345 3.6 4- 3.7 5.9 

",D" is a series of I 51 shells, sent by Mrs. Brooke to Pro- 
fessor Cockerell, and described in Science.' While not large, 
it shows the same general tendency as the other series, resem- 
bling "sA " and "B" much more closely than "C." It is curi- 
ous, however, that the series contained but one 00300, as this 
formula is frequent in Mrs. Brooke's garden. This series 
resembles "A " and "B" also in containing quite a number 
(4.670) of other varieties than libell/la. 

In summing up Table II, we find that these eleven varieties 
comprise 82.37o of all the shells in series "A," and 82.470 of 
those in "B," but only 75.77o of those in "C." They also 
comprise 86.87o of "D." The great scattering of the variation 
is thus shown by the fact that in ", A " L7.77o of the series con- 
tain I02 varieties; in "B" I7.67o contain I02 varieties, while 
in C " 24.3 Y7 contain I 2 7 varieties. 

These series may be looked at from a somewhat different 
standpoint, as shown by the following table, in which the vari- 
eties are classified. Here the variation of a band may mean 
that it becomes rudimentary, disappears, or splits. It is doubt- 

1 Science, Zoc. cit. 
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ful if it be correct to put the splitting and the disappearance 
in the same category, but every method of classification offers 
difficulties. 

TABLE III. -PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF WHOLE SERIES 

CLASSIFIED. 

The figures in parenthesis indicate the number of different varieties in each group. 

A. B. C. 

12345. . . . . . . . . . . . ()40. (')4I.I (')3I.6 

I2345, two or more bands fused . . (9)I8.3 ('3)17.1 (22)30.6 

Band I, variable . . . . . . (2) I -5(2) I*5 (5) 5-I 

2, . . . . . . . . . (6)10.4 (6)11. (0) 7.2 
it 

3' 
it . . . . . . . . . 

(8) 3.2 (1 ) 4.7 (22) 3-3 
4, . . . . . . . . . .3 (2) 0.2 (4) 0.4 

it 5, . . . . . . . . . (I) 0.1 (4) 0.3 (2) 0.2 

Bandsl I and 2, variable . . . . . . (5) 2.3 (7) 2.1 (7) 5-7 
I 3 . . . . . . (I) O.1 0. (4) o.6 
I 5, . . . . . * 0. O. (I) O. I 

2 3 . . . . . . (8) 1.3 (6) 0.9 (3) 0o3 

3 4" . () . 0. (I) 0.1 
3 

4, . . . . . . o. II O. I()0. 
I 

Three bands2 variable ...... . (9) o.8 (6) 0.7 (6) 0.9 

Four bands 3 variable . . . . . . (.I)I 3 (5)Io.5 (2) 0.3 

All five bands4 variable .(3) 4.2 O) 3.4 (I) 5. 

EXTRA BANDS WITH OR WITHOUT OTHER VARIATION. 

x12345.* * * . . . . . . . . (2) 0.2 0. (I) 0.1 

1x2345 . . . . . . . . . . . . (I) 0.1 (I) 0.I 0. 

12x345 . . . . . . . . . . . (6) I.5 (8) '.5 (IO) i.8 

123x45 . . . . . . . . . . . (25) 4.2 (Is) 3.4 (30) 5.6 

1234x5 . . . . . . . . . . . . (4) 0.4 (5) 0.4 (I) 0.1 

I2345x . . . . . . . . . . . . (I) 0.1 0. 0. 

IX23x45. . . . . . . . . . . (I) O. () O. 0. 

12x3x45.* * * * * * * * * . . .(4) 0.4 (4) 0.4 (6) 05 

I2x34x5 .0 (I) 0.1 0. 

I23x4x5 . . . . . . . . . . . . o. (2) 0.2 0. 

Ix2x3x45. 0.1 0. 0. 

1 Variation in bands I and 4, 2 and 5, and 4 and 5 has not been found. 
2 Bands 123, 124, 125, 145, and 245. Single specimens of 234 and 235 variable 

are also known in the colony, but not in these series. 
3 All with 1245 variable, except two shells of 00005. 
4 Chiefly ooooo. 
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Professor Cockerell has raised the question as to whether the 
colony, which at first showed a strong tendency to split-band 
varieties, may not be reverting to the European type, in which 
the split-band varieties are much less common. From informa- 
tion gathered from data furnished by Major Morrison, he esti- 
mates i00 split-band shells in a series of 2200, or about 4.87o. 
In Mrs. Brooke's list "D," the split-band forms are about 47o. 

In my own series the proportion is in "A " 4.470, in ", B " 4. I So, 

in " C" 3.470. A large proportion of the variation in the Lex- 
ington colony is along this line. Of varieties previously enu- 
merated, 52 out of io8, or 4870, are split-bands. Of the 277 

new varieties listed in this paper, II 2, or 407o, show a split 
band. It is rare to find two split-band shells alike; indeed, 
among the I34 split-band shells in my three series, no less than 
I I 2 different varieties are comprised. It is true that there 
seems to be a slight diminution in the proportion of split-band 
shells in the later series, but the diminution is small, and I do 
not know that Major. Morrison's series was intended to be 
made up impartially. In any case the difference is less than 
the local difference between series "A A " and " C." In my lists 
varieties with extra bands (x bands) are not counted as split- 
band. I do not know whether this was the case in Major 
Morrison's list. 

One further table shows very strikingly the divergence of 
series "A" and " B " from "(C." 

TABLE IV. - RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF FUSED BANDS. 

(By percentage.) 
A. B. C. D. 

All-bands fused into one. . . . . . . . . . 0.4 o.6 3.9 0. 

Five banded shells with two or more bands fused . 18.3 17.1 30.6 17.9 
All varieties with two or more bands fused . . . 23.3 24.7 43.2 22.5 

From these facts there are certain conclusions which may 
be drawn. While the variation is very " scattering," there is a 
predominance of tendency along certain lines. The most fre- 
quent variation is the fusion of bands 4 and 5. Bands I2 

and I23 have considerable tendency to fuse, but band 3 rarely 
fuses with band 4 till all the other bands are fused. 
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Next to band fusion the most common variation is that of 
band 2, which varies in ioyo of the shells. Band 3 is much less 
variable; band i but slightly variable, except in conjunction 
with band 2. (In series "C," band i almost equals band 2 in 
variability.) Band 4 and band 5 vary very rarely, except when 
four or all five bands disappear. 

In series "A" and "B" ioyo of the shells belong to the 
group where band 3 alone is left unchanged; these are chiefly 
00300, and it is here the variety rubella is principally found. 
The plain shells, or those with only rudiments of bands, run 
about 470, and show the chief color variations. 

In all the above the tendencies of variation are similar to 
those in Europe, and the chief varieties are all known in 
Europe. 

More peculiar is the splitting of bands already considered, 
and the presence of extra bands which cannot be ascribed to 
any of the common bands. Here the presence of a band 
between 3 and 4 is most frequent (about 470), while a band 
between 2 and 3 is not at all uncommon. Other extra bands 
are very rare. 

As regards variation in different localities, a decided differ- 
ence is apparent. Little experience is needed to recognize a 
handful of the shells from Mrs. Moore's garden, their original 
habitat. The chief differences are three: (a) the almost com- 
plete absence of any variety except libellula. Series " C" con- 
tains one specimen of var. rubella 00300, and Mrs. Moore has 
in her possession three or four rubella ooooo, which probably 
were picked up in her garden. I have seen nothing else from 
there except libellula.. (b) The almost complete absence of 
formula o0300, which makes up about Ioyo in my garden and 
is very abundant everywhere else. (c) The great tendency to 
fusion of bands, as is shown by Table IV. It should be men- 
tioned that a large proportion of the "C" shells seem to have 
been injured and repaired, and this seems to interfere with the 
development of band i, and may account for the higher per- 
centage of variation in band i of this series. No reason is 
apparent why shells from this locality should be more injured 
than those of other localities, and the injury may be only 
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apparent. The number of varieties in the " C" series is I39, 

and I I 3 in each of the other two. 
As regards the effect of large destruction of the animals, 

little difference is apparent in proportions in series "cA" and 
"B." In I897 the snails were gathered quite closely, and in 
I 898 they were far less abundant; indeed, considerable difficulty 
was realized in completing the series. 

In this connection an interesting fact has been communi- 
cated to me by Major Morrison. In sending out snails for new 
colonies, a number of half-grown bandless specimens were sent 
to Blairstown, Pa. This is the only colony which has been 
heard from and shows a preponderance of banded varieties. 

This colony gives an interesting example of the results of a 
tendency to variation in a favorable environment. As far as I 
have been able to learn, the helix has no enemies. A few 
broken shells in a hen yard showed that chickens are acquiring 
a method of getting the animal from the shell. From my 
experience in collecting the snails, I should not be able to 
deny a certain apparent tendency to mimicry, if it were 
asserted; but I should hardly dare assert it. In one locality, 
quite protected from the light, there seemed to be a preponder- 
ance of darker shells and fused bands; among the honeysuckle 
undergrowth full-banded varieties were more abundant and not 
easy to see; in more than one- locality among yellow leaves, the 
yellow bandless variety, or 00300, was common. It may have 
been imagination, but the idea of mimicry suggested itself. 

In conclusion, I must acknowledge my indebtedness to Pro- 
fessor Cockerell for all of value there may be in this paper, but 
exonerate him from all responsibility for its shortcomings. 

To this paper is appended a list of all the varieties known in 
the Lexington colony. Those specimens which have not been 
previously described in this colony are marked. with * and 
among these, those of which more than one specimen has been 
found also with f. 

WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY, 

LEXINGTON, VA., August 25, x898. 
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TABLE V. - VARIETIES OF H. NEMORALIS KNOWN IN THE 

LEXINGTON COLONY. 

VAR. OLIVACEAB, * 12345 * I(22)345 *t I (2345) 
GASSIES. I0045 * I(22)3(45) *tI((23)(45)) 

(Olive ground). 00300 I 2045 

*too300 00305 * I 20(45) [I 2345] 
*00000 *too340 . (I12)0(45) *t[123(45)] 

* 00344O I2345 *t[(I2)3(45)] 

VAR. AURANTIA, CKLL. * 00345 I(23)3(45) *t[I(23)(45)] 
(Orange ground.) * II3OO I23445 *tj[(I23)(45)] 

*tooooo 12300 * 10345 *t[((12)3)(45)] 
00000 12345 * [(I(23))(45)] 

VAR. HEPATICA, CKLL. * 00(33)00 * I0345 *t[I2(3(45))] 

(Liver-colored ground.) * (Ix2)(33)(45) * 122045 

* 00000 * (I 2)x3(45) 00305 02345 
* I23 X45 *too300 12345 

VAR. ALBESCENS, MOQ. * 1 23 X (45) *tI2X345 *t123(45) 

(Whitish ground.) * I23x45 * 12x3(45) * (I23)45 

*too300 * (12)3x(45) * (I2)x3(45) *t(323)(45) 

*tooooo 
* I233xx45 

* 
123X45 * ((II)2)3(45) 

* 1 23X(44)(55) * (I2)3x(45) [:23451 

VAR. PURPUREOTINCTA, too3xoo * (I 23)M(45) 

CKLL. 003 X 00 * I ((23)x(45)) 10345 

(Very pale purplish * OO3X055 * I23xx45 *tIO3(45) 
ground.) * I223xx440 * (I (22)3xx)(45) 12345 

* I(23)(45) 
* I2345x * 1034x5 123(45) 

*tI23(45) * I2x3x45 * (I2)x3x(45) * (I2)3(45) 

* 00300 * (I2)x3x(45) * 1223(45) 

* I 23x(45) * 12x34x5 VAR. LIBELLULA. * I(223)(45) 

(Yellow ground.) * 122345 

VAR. RUBELLA. VAR. PETIVERIA. 12345' *t 1 22345 

(Pink ground.) (Faun ground.) (I2)345 1(22)345 

I23f5 I2345 1(23)45 1223(45) 

*t123(45) *t(I2)345 12(34)5 
* 1(22)3(45) 

*t(I2)3(45) 123(45) 123(45) 
* (122)3(45) 

* 
(I23)(45) *t(12)3(45) (I2)3(45) 

* [(I22)3(45)] 

*t12345 *tI(23)(45) I(23)(45) 1(22)345 

* I0345 * ((I2)3)(45) I(22)3(45) 

*tI2345 * (I2)(345) 
* 

(I23)45 *1[1223(45)] 

*tI2045 * [12345] (I 23) (45) * (12223)(45) 

* 120(45) * [I(23) (45)] *t((I2)3)(45) 
*t I 2345 * 12345 I 2(345) 12045 

* I2(33)45 * 123(45) *tI2(3(45)) (12)045 

I 23345 * 10345 *t (I 2) (3(45)) *tI20(45) 

123445 I2345 *t (I 2)0(45) 

* Not previously described from this colony. 
t More than one specimen found. 
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12345 * I23(455) * 12(33)(455) * 00(33)40 

*t I 23(45) *tI23(4(55)) [112233444555] 

*t (I 2)3(45) I234555 
* [12345] 00345 1234455 * (XI)23(45) 
* 

[(12)345] 003(45) 
* 

xI2045 

*t(I2)33(45) * 02345 i0045 
* x12(33)45 

*t123345 * 023(45) 10345 
* I2(33)45 022345 *t12045 * IX22345 

I233(45) 10345 *t 1234 5 

(12)33(45) * 303(45) ,(22)045 
12 X 345 

(I233)(45) 12345 
* 1120(45) (12) X 3(45) 

I23345 (I2)345 * (II2233)45 12x345 

*t12(33)45 *tI23(45) I2x3(45) 

*t1233(45) *t(I)0345 *too305 *t(I2)x3(45) 

*tl2(33)(45) * II03(45) * 00345 , * I(2(x,3)(45) 
* 

(I2)33(45) * (II)0345 
* 

1223445 * I(2x3)45 

*t(I2)(33)(45) * 3(22)3(45) * 003(445) * (I2x)3(45) 

* (I233)(45) * (I2x3)45 

*I 233(45)] *tI2045 * 00345 *t(I2x3)(45) 

[12(33)(45)] *t12345 
* 

1234(55) * I(2x3(45)) 

* [(12)33(45)] . 123345 I 2xx345 
123345 * 3233(45) * 02300 * I2xx3(45) 

12(33)45 * [1233(45)] *t12x345 

1233(45) (I2)233445 * I2x(33)(45) 

* 12(33)(45) * J23(45) 
* 

I2X3445 

1(233(45)) r234(55) 122334(55) * 
I2x3(44)5 

[(I (233))(45)] * IOx3445 
[ 233345] I0045 * I0300 * I2X3334(45) 

* (12)333(45) I0345 (32xx33)(45) 

[I 2(333) (45)] I2045 *100005 
1233345 I2345 I23X45 

(12)33(33)3(45) * I22345 00300 I23 
X (45) 

* 1O3345 *t0030s * 123 X 45 
12305 * I23345 * 003055 *tI20 X 45 
123445 * I22045 003055 *tl23x45 

123445 * 1(22)0(45) *tOO340 *t(I2)3x45 

I 23(44) 5 (I 22)0(45) * 003440 I 23x(45) 

123445 [I223345] * 00345 *t(I2)3x(45) 
123(44)5 * I22045 10300 * 12(3x)(45) 

I23(44)5 I(22)045 * (I2)(3x)(45) 

123(445) 00000 *1(I23)z(4s) 

I23(444)5 *tIO3445 * 00005 * ((I2)3)x(45) 
* 

2 23(444) 5 I03(44)5 * 00040 * I23(x(45)) 

I234445 I23445 * 00300 * (I2)3(x45) 

1234(4445) * I23(44) 5 * 00365 * (12)3(x(45)) 
* I2305 * 003055 *t (I 2 3x) (4 5) 

*tI234(55) I233(4445) * 00340 * ((I2)3x)(45) 
I23(455) I233(444)5 * 02305 *tI2(3x(45)) 

I234(55) * I2334(45) *tOO(33)00 *t 
I (23x(45)) 
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*t[I23x45] * (I2)(33)xX (45) * 1234x5 * (I2)(x3x(45)) 

*t[I23X(45)] I (233)x(45) * I034(x5) * I(2x3x(45)) 

*t[(I2)3x(45)] * (I2)(33)x(45) *tI234x5 * [I2x3x(45)] 
* [(12)(3x)(45)] * ((12)(33))x(45) * I2234X5 I2x3x45 
* [(I 2)(3x45)] * I2333x45 

* 2234x5 * I2x3xx(45) 
1 23xx(45) * I 23(x445) I 230x5 * [(I2)x3xx(45)] 

* (I2)3-(45) * I23x4 (5 5) I 2344x5 I2xx3xx45 
* 1034x5 * I2x3x(45) 

*t123x45 * 
i03x45 I030x(s5) * ( 12)X(3X(45)) 

*t123x(45) * 123x45 * I2,(33)x45 
* 

[I23x(45)] * 11223Xx45 1x03x45 * I2X(33)xX45 
t2345 * i2x(45) * 

IX23 X 4(55) I2X3(X 4)55 
I23x(45) * I223xx445 * [(IX2) (333)=(45)] ((I2)x33)xx(4(55)) 

* I20X45 I23X445 

* 120x(45) I23x44(55) 

120=x45 * I23X(44) (55) * I2x3x45 * I22(33)X(4X5) 

*tI23X(45) * 003x00 * I2x3x(45) * I23(x) X 4(x5) 
I 23=x45 ??(3x)0? *t(I2)x3x(45) 
I 231x(45) * 0033x.40 * (I2)(x3)x(45) 
I 2(33)x(45) o?OOx?OO * I2x3(x(45)) * I2xx3x445 

Total varieties enumerated, 385. New varieties enumerated, 277. 
New varieties found in more than one specimen, 77. 
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